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VECTOR LEARNING TRUST     
 
Company Number: 7341523 
A Company Limited by Guarantee 
Registered in England 
 

Minutes of the Axe Valley Local Governance Committee meeting  
Held at Axe Valley Academy 

On Thursday 9th November 2017 at 6.00pm 
 

PRESENT: Jeremy Walden, Julie Paddick, Juliet Henham, Liz Heron, Louise Wain, Mandy 
McDonagh, Martin Huscroft, Paul Evans, Sean Little, Steve Green, Bec Davey (Clerk) 
 
APOLOGIES: Mike Huskins 
 
ABSENT: None  
 
IN ATTENDANCE: Laura Jenkins (LJ) – Deputy Headteacher, Jacky Lomax (JLx) Business 

Manager 
 
WELCOME 
JW welcomed all to the meeting.  
 
1. APOLOGIES AND CONFIRMATION OF QUORUM 
Apologies were received and approved from Mike Huskins (working away). 
 
It was noted that a quorum was present. 
 
2. DECLARATION OF PECUNIARY INTERESTS 
There were no declarations of interest. 
 
3. MINUTES FROM PREVIOUS MEETING AND MATTERS ARISING  
The minutes from 21st September (part I and part II) were agreed as a true record and 
signed by the chair. Proposed by SL and seconded by MH – All approved. 
 
4. SAFEGUARDING 
No new issues. LW confirmed that she has met with Michael Weston (Trustee) to discuss 
safeguarding and the safeguarding audit. AVA will now have the same focus as Holyrood 
Academy (HA). 
 
5. FINANCE REVIEW 
Report had been distributed prior to the meeting. JLx is still waiting to hear from the ESFA 
regarding recovery plan. Income will be different due to smaller intake of students in yr 7. 
Report has been formatted by Tina Coles and will be used by all LGC’s and the Trust. It is 
still very early in the financial year. Year-end adjustments are shown in brackets as actuals 
not yet available and should balance them out. JLx asked governors if they were happy with 
the format. Yes. SL asked if the figures were including 6th form figures which JLx confirmed 
they were as a budget had not been done excluding them yet (5 yr plan). PE advised it would 
be good to see how removing the 6th form affects the figures. JLx confirmed that she and TC 
have started to work on it but it is not ready yet. It is easy enough to remove the income but 
harder to calculate the expenditure. PE advised that he would like to see a ghost budget 
without the 6th form otherwise the deficit stays the same and there is no point. JLx again 
confirmed that it has been part done – just not completed as a budget plan. Cannot state how 
much costs would be as don’t know which ones. MH asked if all new teachers are on trust 
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contracts. SG confirmed they were – they are asked during the interview if they would be 
prepared to work at any trust school. It has already been used.  MH then asked if teachers 
will teach at both schools at some point. SG advised that this was already happening, 
although mainly out of school hours – but not averse to the idea. Can see it will be more likely 
in the transition period during the end of the 6th form. Always looking to see if can move 
teachers within the trust rather than advertise and employ from outside. JLx – Money has 
been saved wherever possible which has resulted in a ‘0’ by end of 5 months (2016/17). 
Governors thanked JLx. Both SG & JLx advised that they cannot say how it will be at year 
end for certain, but it will not be the figure shown in the report. JH wondered about central 
funding now AVA is no longer LEA? JLx confirmed that the Devon formula is still used but the 
income comes direct from the central funding . JW understood that when AV was an LEA 
school that DCC removed some of the funding for their work. JLx advised that as an 
academy the full 100% of the funding is received. Used to get funding for Maternity. 
Travellers etc but were then billed back for it. No longer have that. LJ confirmed that used to 
get funding for excluded pupils and absences but this fund has dwindled and no longer 
available. JW asked for governors to be able to see full final figures once finalised. JLx 
confirmed they would be ready for 28th November for the trust meeting so should be able to 
forward then, although it may be in a different format. 

 
6. PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT 
Pay Committee minutes had been distributed prior to the meeting. PE (Chair of Pay 
Committee) advised governors that he was reassured that had received a comprehensive 
explanation for pay awards and confirmed that SLT were not getting rises as they did not 
complete targets. Have seen large improvements in the past 12 months in how performance 
management is done. Lots of hard work. PE asked SG if there had been any comments 
about the letters that had been issued. SG confirmed that the letters were distributed 31st 
October and he has yet to receive any comment, either positive or negative. Credit to LJ and 
the new system. None of the letters should have been a surprise. Now have a sustainable 
system. Evidence needs to be there for an award to be considered. MM wondered if all staff 
were aware that SLT were not receiving awards. LJ was happy for staff to know but has not 
broadcast it. SG agreed – Happy for say if anyone asks, but has not advertised the fact.  
PE also brought Pay and Condition document to all governors’ attention. Suggestion that link 
the cost of living pay rise to performance. The Academy needs to make a judgement – Does 
everyone get it or only those who deserve it. If chose to only award to those who deserve it 
would need to consult with staff and unions which would create a very negative response. 
Need to be able to justify why giving national pay award. Morally right – cost of living. SG 
advised it would be a logistical nightmare – would end up with several pay amounts for one 
pay spinal point. Would be very difficult for JLx to administer. 
Trust will be accepting 1% for UPS and above and 2% for MPS and below so LGC are 
covered. 
 
7. H & S REVIEW 
Report had been distributed prior to the meeting. JLx – Good score. Couple of areas to be 
reviewed and addressed. Using a new system. Staff do risk assessments themselves (PE 
agreed this was a good idea as they need to know what is happening). JLx will use EEC 
system. Staff complete the data and JLx compiles the final report. Report mentions H & S 
governor. MH confirms that it is him. JW queried frequency of stage lighting checks. JLx 
confirmed that it is not used often and DCC advised that only needed doing every 2-3 years 
and would be expensive if did have to check annually. JW will check with local drama groups 
to see how often they have to have theirs checked.  
  
8. HEADTEACHER’S REPORT 
Report had been distributed prior to the meeting. 
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SG asked if governors had any questions. JP asked why the last section of A1.3 was not 

RAG’d. SG confirmed this was an error and advised that the first section should be green and 

the second should be yellow. JP wondered if the groups listed could be more detailed. SG 

confirmed that data can be broken down even more including overlapping groups. All 

PP/SEN/HA data is available and can trail groups of students in certain categories. More 

work has been done than ever before. There are now two HA groups. One has high targets 

which are being met and the other where they are not being quite met. Working beyond the 

curriculum and looking into what can be done to help them. Feedback to teachers with what 

is and isn’t working. (Each group meets once per fortnight) Aim to eventually move both 

groups into the first one. If pupils in group two move to group one they are able to opt out of 

mentoring, although no-one has chosen to do this yet.  Term Dates SG proposed that the 

academy maintain the DCC holiday dates with the inset days being on 3rd & 4th September, 

29th September and 24th & 25th July. All governors approved.  LJ stated that although the 1 

day for September’s first week was in the best intention it was detrimental and should never 

be done again! JH wondered if there would be a two day staggered start again which LJ 

confirmed there would not. All years would attend on the first school day. SG advised that the 

less that can be changed from DCC dates the better as it helps parents who have children at 

other Devon schools as well. 

Staff Absences On track. Some lower than would expect but nothing specific stands out. MM 

advised that having ‘spare’ hours shown is helpful when looking for cover. SG agreed – every 

opportunity to keep costs low. SG advised that the SENCO needs to be qualified as a 

teacher which can sometimes mean that they are not necessarily the most suitable person 

for the job. They also need to have either completed or be in the process of completing the 

SENCO award (to be completed within three years of being appointed). JP advised that 

losing Lesley for admin had a huge impact on the job which SG appreciated but if she were 

to be replaced it would mean losing someone somewhere else.  

SLT – TEACHING & LEARNING ASSESSMENT 

Report had been distributed prior to the meeting. 
LJ. Have had several internal and external reviews looking at how SEN, PP, HA and general 

groups are affected. Comparing September and October can already see great 

improvements so already it has only been one month, can already see a change. 

Improvement in learning,  structure and challenge. A summary comment made from one 

external review was that in too many lessons the teachers are planning to deliver content 

rather than planning for students to learn. Have a different PP cohort. Mentoring is helping. 

Staff know the students in their classes. Still have some work to do, but it is a smaller issue 

and is improving. There is a real buzz around teaching and learning. Pupils are not surprised 

if someone comes into their classes. Consistency is working. Homework is being set routinely 

by the majority of teachers. The quality is not always there but it is improving. SL advised that 

homework is really good – if it is set, it will be done. If it’s marked – they’ll do it. Pupils and 

teachers are both accountable. LJ advises that no longer seeing ‘who hasn’t done their 

homework’ but more ‘how can we help pupils to do more?’ Parents are able to log in, it 

enables conversation with their children. SL wondered how many parents know about it. SG 

believes you are able to analyse who has been logged in but LJ understands that parents are 

looking at their children’s access rather than logging in themselves. JW suggested that a 

parent governor write something in the Academy newsletter. SL will do this. MM confirmed 
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that all staff have codes to give to pupils should they lose theirs. LH has noticed a couple of 

technical teething issues where information is being put on either the parents’ data or the 

pupils’ but not both. JP wondered if the SEND passport system could be added to the class 

charts. LJ advised that it is on the teachers’ evidence but not on the pupils as that is deemed 

to be too open. LJ is pleased that teething issues are just that. The next step is to be able to 

see what has been done and what has not. Pupils are enjoying being able to see the 

information on their phone via an app, they may not have done so much before. No excuse at 

Hub – cannot say have nothing to do as can look at class charts. JP is worried that not able 

to monitor SEND aspect but LJ advises that all additional data has been shown – direct 

follow up – improved. Pupils will say that it has changed. Part of KS4 review – specifically 

looking at differentiation in SEND pupils. JP wondered if staff knew how to use the passport 

and know what it means? LJ confirmed it uses ‘teacher speak’ and is very easy to 

understand with constant updates.  

 
9. CHAIR’S BUSINESS 
JW advised governors that Mary Cleare, staff governor, has resigned. The Clerk has already 
started the process of applying for nominations. SG advised staff of the vacancy during a 
staff meeting on Monday and has already had one member of staff show interest. Closing 
date for nominations is 21st November 2017. 

• VLT & MEMBERS MINUTES See Part II 

• GOVERNOR INVOLVEMENT 
JW would like more governors to come forward to serve on PEx panel, although 
appreciates many have work commitments. SG advised that currently only JW is 
contacted to be on interview panels and wondered if other governors should wish to 
do this. PE wondered about Safer Recruitment training. Clerk will look into.  
JW is also concerned how all governors terms expire on the same day – need to have 
succession planning. 

 
10. CLERK’S BUSINESS 
LH to attend Autumn Concert. JH advised that the MFL team should like any French or 
German speakers to come and speak to their students – did any governors know anyone? JP 
suggested Sabine from LED who is German and LH suggested Christa Bramley who speaks 
German (She teaches it at Seaton Primary school). JH also advised that Axe & District 
Choral Society wondered if anyone would be interested in performing or practising with them. 
 
11. POLICIES 
Prior to the meeting, SG had provided governors with the following policies; 
 
Attendance 
Bursary 
Careers Guidance 
Charging 
Children in Care 
Educational Visits procedure 
Home/Academy agreement 
Learning & Teaching 
Lettings 
Mobile Phone 
Online Safety 
Parental Consent protocol 
Staff Acceptable Usage 
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Student Acceptable Usage  
 
Tracked changes had been left on the policies to enable governors to see the changes with 
ease. 
 
PE proposed that the above policies be approved.SL seconded. All in favour. 
 
The above policies were approved. SG will put those that are required to be on the website 
on the website.  
 
MEETING CLOSED AT 8:05pm 
 
CHAIR: 
Approved as a true and accurate record of the meeting; 
 
 
............................................................................ Signed 
 
............................................................................ Date 
 
 
 
Action By Whom By When 

Forward final figures to governors JLx 01.12.2017 
Check with local drama group how often 
their stage lighting is checked 

JW 18.01.2018 

Write an article in the Academy 
newsletter about homework system 

SL 15.12.2017 

Look into Safer Recruiting training 
(online) 

BD 18.01.2018 

Put policies on website as necessary SG 01.12.2017 
 


